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Monument Advocacy and AK Public Affairs Announce Strategic Partnership 

WASHINGTON – Monument Advocacy, a leading bipartisan government relations and public affairs firm 

based in Washington, DC, and AK Public Affairs, a prominent public affairs consultancy in Brussels, are 

pleased to announce a strategic partnership aimed at enhancing their global advocacy capabilities. 

This partnership brings together two respected firms with a shared commitment to providing clients 

with unmatched expertise and insight on international policy issues faced by today’s savvy organizations. 

Monument Advocacy's deep experience in Washington, DC, combined with AK Public Affairs' extensive 

network in the EU, offers clients a comprehensive approach to understanding and navigating the 

intricacies of technology policy and regulation on both sides of the Atlantic. 

"We are excited to partner with AK Public Affairs to offer our clients a European perspective on their 

advocacy needs," said Andrew Howell, Head of Monument Advocacy’s Technology and Cybersecurity 

practices. “This collaboration will allow us to leverage our respective strengths and provide clients with a 

seamless experience as they navigate the ever-evolving landscape of technology policy." 

“This alliance represents a significant collaboration that will benefit AK Public Affairs’ and Monument’s 

clients,” said Andreas Constantinides, Co-founder and Managing Partner of AK Public Affairs. “By 

combining forces in a year of important elections in the EU and the U.S., we can offer them a 

comprehensive suite of services that incorporates perspectives from both regions.” 

 

### 

About Monument Advocacy 

Monument Advocacy is a dynamic bipartisan firm that offers unparalleled government relations, public 

affairs, strategic and crisis communications, and digital services. The firm, focused on providing clients 

with the best advice on how to engage effectively in today’s challenging and crowded public policy 
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marketplace, counsels organizations and executives seeking to elevate their brand and shape the public 

policies that influence their success.  

About AK Public Affairs 

AK Public Affairs is a prominent public affairs consultancy based in Brussels, Belgium, specializing in EU 

technology policy and regulatory affairs. The firm provides clients with strategic advice and advocacy 

support to navigate the complexities of the EU policymaking process and shape the EU tech policy 

agenda. 

 


